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Egret

SUPERWIDE
A WOODWORKS
COLLECTION

Statement floors
Slow cured
Wide planks up to 15 ¾” 
Extra-long lengths
Oversized herringbone
High durability



WIDE PLANK 
INNOVATORS
Woodworks by Ted Todd have been 
pioneering wide planks since 1993.



Nimbus

NEW 
SUPERWIDE
WALNUT
New to our Superwide collection this winter 
is our new Walnut floor, Nimbus.

Grown in the Northern and Eastern regions 
of the USA, this wood experiences bright 
sunshine and harsh winters. The natural 
weathering contributes to the texture and 
grain pattern differences within the wood.

We’ve engineered this Walnut into 11 ¾” 
wide planks in our British workshops, with 
long lengths available too. The boards are 
finished with a Naked Skin Lacquer for a 
matt, natural feel. 

Order a free sample of our Superwide 
Walnut by calling 917-837-3913



Sable Sand

SUPERWIDE
OAK
Available in wide plank and oversized 
herringbone, our Superwide collection features 
seven different tones of European Oak, from soft 
whites to deep blacks.

All these floors are 2-ply engineered, ¾” thick 
and host a large ¼” wear layer for maximum 
durability throughout the years. 

View our full collection at
woodworksflooring.us/collections/superwide



Egret, Douglas Fir, as featured on cover page

SUPERWIDE
DOUGLAS FIR
Capturing the timeless simplicity of sustainably 
sourced Douglas Fir. 

Egret’s distinctive appearance is achieved thanks to 
heavily brushing these Nature Grade sap-free boards 
in our British workshops.

In 11 ¾” super wide boards that are up to 118” long, 
Egret is an engineered standout with a natural grain 
pattern running throughout the planks.



Ecru

UPPING 
THE GRADE
This year we took the decision to provide 
a higher grade as standard in all our 
Superwide floors. 

We found that people were looking for a 
cleaner, fresher look with less character and 
natural variation, so we now offer a Select 
Grade option for these floors. The Select 
grading for these floors strikes a great 
balance between the calmness of Prime 
Grade and the natural character of Nature 
Grade. 

The overall effect are boards that are very 
calm but have a lovely amount of gentle 
colour variation and small knots. This grade 
also eliminates most of the sap, which is light 
fresh-grown material that gives too much 
contrast in these floors. 

If you do prefer a more characterful floor, 
a Nature Grade option is available and 
comes at a lower price point.



Truffle

NATURALLY 
SLOW CURED
Every stage of a Superwide floor is naturally 
slow cured. 

Coats are applied a number of times 
(depending on the complexity of the floor) 
and each application is air dried over a 
number of days before the next application 
begins. This gives each finish time to 
naturally harden as it reacts with the oxygen 
in the air. 

As these layers of finish build up, we create 
floors that feel very natural and are also 
incredibly durable.



HEALTHY 
INDOORS

SOURCED  FROM 
WELL MANAGED 

FORESTS

NEW
SAMPLE BOXES

Look for our
FSCTM-certified products

Our new sample boxes are available now and can be 
tailor-made to match your project specifications.

Call us today on 917-837-3913 to order yours.



If undelivered return to: 
 205 Hudson Street,  New York, NY 10013,  USA

Our New York Office
 205 Hudson Street
 New York 
NY 10013,  USA
james@woodworksbytedtodd.com 
917-837-3913

Our London Design Centre
79 Margaret St
Fitzrovia
London, W1W 8TA
info@tedtodd.co.uk

woodworksflooring.us


